Reduce your Delivery Costs
SMRTR Proof of Delivery TM
SMRTR Proof of Delivery streamlines the way
you deliver goods to your customers by creating
a paperless experience that automatically tracks,
monitors, and initiates activities at the appropriate
time in your delivery process.
Eco-friendly and socially conscious organizations
care about eliminating waste as a competitive
advantage. If your organization is still using paperbased bills of lading, manifests or devices that do
not provide any interaction beyond a signature,
then take a look at SMRTR. We help organizations
significantly reduce costs, eliminate errors and
ensure that every product delivered gets tracked
and billed.

Over-delivery of goods, mishandling damaged
items or returns are not only missed revenue
opportunities but cost the organization money.
SMRTR creates visibility into each delivery
with a centralized dashboard, geotracking,
notifications and workflow routing. The result,
additional goods can be invoiced immediately
and damaged or missing items are resolved
quickly, driving customer satisfaction.
Let us streamline your delivery process and
create a delightful experience for your customers
providing you with a distinct competitive
advantage.

KEY CAPABILITIES


Record delivered goods electronically
using your mobile device



Initiate notifications and workflows based
upon the status of a delivery



Capture notes, signatures and photos
to document the delivery



Track the driver’s location relative to your
deliveries



Communicate delivery status with
customers and your backof fice



Share, store and retrieve delivery
document

LEARN MORE TODAY AT INFO@SMRTRCMS.COM

HOW IT WORKS

Deliveries are Prepared

Notification

Driver logs in and deliveries are downloaded
to the device. The driver has access to each
delivery on or offline.

The customer and backoffice are notified
when the delivery is complete and receive a
copy of the signed delivery document.

Record and Exceptions

Workflow

Driver drops off goods at each stop recording
any damages, returns or extra product
dropped. Photos are attached.

The status of the delivery initiates a workflow
if action is required.

Mobile Approvals

Dashboard

The delivery is approved by signing
electronically which unlocks the ability to
submit your document.

Monitor the status or your deliveries,
geolocation of your drivers and access
delivery documents all from a central
dashboard.

EASY TO USE
Intuitive interface that can be customized to your needs

GROW REVENUE
Never miss billing additional goods left behind

REDUCE COST
Eliminate billing errors and customer disputes

INCREASE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Notify customers and resolve issues quickly

MANAGE CENTRALLY
All deliveries are tracked from a single dashboard and documents are stored centrally
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